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“Ambush?”

When Chen heard this, he felt a little in his heart, and blurted out, “What is going on? What’s in your
ambush!”

The commander replied cryingly: “It’s an explosion! A powerful explosion! It should be that they had
buried a lot of explosives long ago, and the explosion set off a lot of fragments.

My eyes are already blind, and my legs and hands are all blind. There is an injury, but now it is no
longer possible to distinguish the severity of the injury!”

“How could this happen!” Chen blurted out: “Hurry up and let the people around you help you treat!”

At this moment, another person’s voice came from the communicator, crying and said: “Commander
Chen, Captain Onizuka’s limbs were hit by at least dozens of fragments, we can’t help it!”

Chen roared: “You must at least find a way to restore your commander’s vision, otherwise how can he
direct you to stand out from the siege?”

The man was emotionally broken and cried: “Captain Onizuka’s left eye was pierced by a fragment and
he was bleeding heavily. Because of the night vision goggles, the right eye was hit by a flying rock that
exploded and cracked, and the night vision went directly into the eye socket. My eyes are completely
squeezed…I…I can’t do anything…”

Chen’s heart throbbed when he heard the other party’s description.

The two echelons of parachuting tonight are the strongest soldiers and commanders under his
command.

Hearing the news that his subordinates had been blinded and wounded all over his body at this
moment, Chen couldn’t wait to jump down and rescue them himself.

And in the background on the side of the communicator, there were all the wailing and crying sounds
of soldiers, which made Chen extremely sad.

At this time, the commander of the first echelon on the other end of the phone cried and said: “The
enemy has already set a trap, just waiting for us to step in. The explosion just now caused heavy
casualties for us, Commander!”

Chen’s veins violent, gritted his teeth and roared: “You hold on a little longer, I will let the second
echelon pass to support you!”

The commander blurted out: “Don’t! Don’t let them come!!”

The commander said hurriedly: “Commander, let the second echelon evacuate! The other side is ready
at first sight. I am afraid that the net has been laid. Our team has been injured very seriously, and it is



now being slanted by them. It’s no longer possible to break out of the siege, and the second echelon
cannot save us, so you must not let the second echelon come and die again!”

Chen never dreamed that the commander of the first echelon would be so pessimistic.

He muttered to himself: “Could it be that they really have no chance to survive? Could it be that… this
Hunter (Hamid) really has such a strong ability to understand all his tactical plans in advance?”

The incomprehensible Chen didn’t know. Just ten seconds after the first echelon of the South Wing
encountered an ambush, the eight explosion points on the North Wing Mountain also detonated at the
same time!

The five hundred people in the North Wing are really unlucky.

The entire north wing mountain peak is relatively steep, but there is only a relatively flat area, no
matter who is allowed to command, they will definitely choose this area for assembly.

It’s like there is only such a tree under the scorching sun, and people must subconsciously go under the
tree to enjoy the cool and summer heat.

It is precisely because of this that Hunter (Hamid)’s men intensively arranged eight bursts here.

When the people of the second echelon were assembling, when they heard the explosion from the
south, they thought it was the brothers of the south wing who had fought a tough battle.

They were about to rush to outflank immediately after the assembly, but Hunter (Hamid)’s men had
detonated all eight explosions around them at this moment!

The deafening explosion made the entire valley tremble.

With such dense and flying fragments, the killing coverage is extremely wide, and the dense cross
coverage makes it difficult for even a fly to escape, not to mention these flesh and blood!

Therefore, after these eight explosion points detonated, the second echelon was directly killed, more
than half!
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